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EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ABOUT LAW:

THE GERMAN PICTURE, WITH

COMPARISONS AND OBSERVATIONS

Robert A. Riegert

I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

The Subject Matter

While studying current legal developments in West Germany during the summer of 1979, the author became convinced that the most important development in German law in
the past two decades was the movement toward empirical research about law. 1

This research is often referred to by

German jurists as fact research in law (Rechtstatsachenforschung).

During the intervening years the author has been

able to trace some major developments of this movement.
*LL.B. (Harvard); J.U.D. (Heidelberg); Professor of
Law, Cumberland Law School of Samford University; Harry T.
Klein Distinguished Visiting Professor, Salmon P. Chase
College of Law of Northern Kentucky University. The author
thanks the Dana Fund for International and Comparative
Legal Studies and Samford University for financial support
in the writing of this article. The author thanks for
assistance and advice Dr. Dieter Strempel, head of the
Department for Social-Fact Research in the German Ministry
of Justice, Erhard Blankenburg, Professor of Sociology of
Law at the Free University of Amsterdam, Professor Volkmar
Gessner, formerly head of the Social-Science Research Group
of the Hamburg Max Planck Institute and now a director of
the Center for European Legal Policy in Bremen. Professor
Klaus R6hl of the Law Faculty of the Ruhr University in
Bochum, and Professor Hubert Rottleuthner of the Free University of Berlin. The author also thanks the editorial
staff of the Dickinson International Law Annual for
assistance in the editing of this manuscript. Whatever
errors remain are, of course, the responsibility of the
author. The author retains the copyright to the article.
1. Two excellent English works dealing with the
subject matter of this article are Geoffry Wilson,
Socio-legal Research in Germany (1980) (available from
the School Government Publishing Co., Darby House,
Bletchingley Rd., Merstham, Redhill, Surrey Rhl 3DN, UK)
and a three page article, Rolf Rogowski, The Sociology of
Law in West Germany: A Brief Sketch, Law & Society
Newsletter, August, 1981 at 3. The term "German" as used
in this article refers only to West Germany.

This fact research in law (Rechtstatsachenforschung),
which is generally taken to mean social-fact research in
law, is a somewhat nebulous concept.

Social-fact

researchers collect social-fact data about the way law is
administered by the courts and other governmental entities,
about the effect that law has on society, and, sometimes,
about the factors which influence the enactment of law.
Well-known earlier American efforts in this area were Fred
Beutel's short pilot studies on the effect of various legal
provisions, and his longer study of the effects of criminal
sanctions imposed on those who issue bad checks. 2

A

German example of Rechtstatsachenforschung investigated the
3
enforcement of German unjust employment termination law.

Social-fact research in law, used either as the sole
method of research or used to support comparative law
research projects, is likely to be of increasing importance
to lawyers, particularly in the area of law reform.

Com-

parativists are using social-fact studies to evaluate
enforcement of local and foreign law, and legal sociologists are using comparative studies to give perspective to
their work.

In short, the sciences of comparative law and

legal sociology, while still separate and distinct, are
approaching each other by exchanging methods.

4

The principal aim of this article is to furnish
information to the American legaf community about
social-fact research in law resulting from the German
experience.

Discussion of Germany's experience is

2. F. Beutel, Some Potentialities of Experimental
Jurisprudence as a New Branch of Social Science (U. of Neb.
Press, 1957).
3. See section III (D)(3) infra.
4. See Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung, U.
Drobnig & M. Rehbinder (eds.) (Dunker & Humblot, Berlin,
1977) (Volume 38 of the Series for Legal Sociology and
Legal Fact Research discussed in section III(A) infra).
2

appropriate because the movement originated largely in Germany 5 and because the majority of German research is
aimed directly at law reform. Prerequisite to true understanding of law is an understanding of current events and
of the purposes of the law itself.

This article outlines

the German origins of the legal social-fact research movement, 6 and briefly notes the corresponding American
research for purposes of comparison and contrast. 7

It

concludes with additional observations and comments on
current issues, some of which are controversial.

B.

8

The Effect of Social-Fact Research on German
Legislation
German legislation has been traditionally influenced by

scholarly research.

Until recently, emphasis had been on com-

parative studies in which knowledge of relevant social facts
was obtained--to the extent that it was obtained at all--by
informal observation rather than by formal statistical pro9
The social-fact element is now emphasized and
cesses.
formalized, and social-fact studies are sometimes being used
for reformation purposes, independently of any comparative-law
study.

The impact of the social-fact research movement on

current German legislation and German society is likely to be
substantial and readily apparent because social-fact research
studies are funded by the government, 1 0 and are relied upon
by legislators. The results may not be available for some
5. See section II infra.
6. Section II infra.
7. Section IV infra.
8. Section V and VI infra.
9. See U. Drobnig, Soziologische Forschungsmethoden
in der Rechtsvergleichung (Sociological Research Methods in
Comparative Law) in Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung,
supra note 4, at 91.
10.
See section III, particularly section III(C),
infra.

time, however, because the German law revision process is
slow. 11
Use of the results of academic research enables German
lawmakers to more effectively draft laws to meet their
needs.

The Germans' emphasis on the careful drafting of

laws to effect distinct social goals probably has contributed to the German economic and social success. 12
By way of comparison, there is probably more socialscience research related to law in the United States than
in Germany, 1 3 but a larger part of the American research
is aimed at the accumulation of general social-science knowledge, rather than specifically at immediate law reform
problems.

Moreover, a larger portion of American research

is conducted by social scientists not directly connected
with law schools or the practice of law. These researchers
are, therefore, usually less familiar with the actual practice and application of law in light of their inability to
perceive from the standpoint of practicing lawyers.
There are a number of reasons why German ministries 1 4 are extraordinarily influential in drafting
11.
"For example, although a major study of bankruptcy
law was completed in 1978, a preliminary draft of the new
law is not expected from the Bankruptcy Law Revision
Commission until 1984."
Conversation of the author with
Ministerialdirigent Arnold, head of the competent section of
the Ministry of Justice in August, 1982.
12. According to statistics in Forbes, the 1980 per
capita income in West Germany was $897 greater than in the
United States. Forbes, July 7, 1980, at 82.
These statistics were probably based on the then prevailing currency
exchange rate and may be somewhat misleading, but it seems
clear that Germans enjoy a living standard about as high as
that in America despite per capita land area, and presumably per capita natural resources, which are less than onetenth as great of those in the United States.
13. This may not be true when figured on a per capita
basis.
The population of the United States is 3.6 times
greater than that of West Germany.
14. German ministries correspond to Federal agencies and
departments in the United States such as the Department of
Justice and the Department of Labor.

and promoting passage of legislation.

The ministries have

the responsibility of preparing bills, which are then introduced into the German parliament by the government (the
chancellor and the ministers).

The ministers (the heads of

these ministries,) are almost invariably leading members of
the parliament and are sometimes scholars in their own
right. 1 5

The officials of the ministries are selected

largely on the basis of their academic qualifications.
Most of them realize the need to carefully examine
appropriate social-fact data in order to understand
the probable social consequences of proposed legislation.
Their drafts are treated with deference by the parliament.
Thus,. the research scholars realize that their work will be
carefully analyzed by experts and used to draft laws.
Their research may have a substantial effect on the future
of German law as well as the researchers' future careers.
German ministries have funded a number of social-fact
research projects.

During fiscal years 1972 through 1981,

the German Ministry of Justice allocated approximately
$3,000,000 for social-fact research in law. 1 6

Additional

15.
To illustrate this point, one may recall the names
and academic degrees of the post-war German ministers of
economics: Professor Ludwig Erhardt (business administration and economics), Dr. Kurt Schmcker (philosophy), Professor Karl Schiller (political science), Dr. Hans
Friedrichs (political science) and Dr. Otto Graf Lambsdorff
(law).
Americans may be surprised to learn that before Professor Schiller made his decision to devalue the German
mark, he obtained the views of the ten leading American professors of economics by telephone. For a list of the
members of the cabinets of the Federal Republic since its
founding, see H.G. Lehmann, Chronik der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, 1945/49 bis 1981 (Chronicle of the Federal
Republic of Germany, 1945/49 to 1981) 177-85 (Beck, 1981).
16.
Stremple, Zur Rechtstatsachenforschung in der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Recht und Politik, July 4,
1982, 180 at 181.
For a partial list of social-fact
research projects commissioned by German Ministries, see
Wilson, supra note 1, at 34-35; Stremple, supra at
181-83. A number of these studies are described in section
III below.

funding has been provided by other sources, particularly by
the Volkswagen Foundation.

The Volkswagen Foundation has

assisted in funding projects suggested by the ministries as
well as projects which the Foundation has independently
selected. 1 7

According to a pre-established plan, how-

ever, the Foundation's funding in this area has been substantially reduced.

The present direction of German

research is no doubt a result of the German ministries'
preference that the bulk of German social-science research
related to law be directed to policy questions of immediate
interest to lawmakers.
The German social-fact research movement is actively
supported by an influential minority of legal scholars and
by virtually all social scientists who express an opinion.
The establishment of new publications and special research
groups, and basic changes in German legal education at some
universities, are indicative of the impact of the movement.
More social science instruction is included in the legal
curriculum, and, at some universities, is integrated into
team taught legal courses. The social-fact movement has
also been accompanied by considerable disagreement between
old line legal scholars and modern social-science
1
researchers critical of present day society.

8

17.
The Volkswagen Foundation administers funds obtained when the German state sold the Volkswagen enterprise
to private shareholders. During the years 1970 to 1980 it
awarded 27 grants for social-fact research in law totalling
approximately three million dollars.
Letter of Dr. Helga
Jonkers of the Volkswagen Foundation to Professor Hubert
Rottleuthner of the Free University of Berlin dated August
20, 1980.
18.
These developments are discussed in section
V(A) & (B) infra.

C.

"Social-Fact Research in Law" and "Research in LegalSociology"
Scholars have found it difficult both to denominate

this new research (which deals with law-related social
data) and to define its parameters. 1 9

The research is a

type of non-law-library research concerning the effect of
law on society and, sometimes, the effect of social factors
on the formation of the law.

It has been described as

"non-doctrinal research"; "fact (or social-fact) research
in law"; "social-science research in law"; "research about
law"; "experimental, empirical, field, or quantitative
research"; "law-related research"; "research in law and
society"; "research in legal sociology," and
"interdisciplinary legal research."

Although the foregoing

terms are frequently interchanged, 2 0 in their narrower
senses they convey different emphases or denote different
things.

For example, the expression "research in legal

sociology" tends to suggest a broader scope of analysis
"
than mere "fact research in law.

21

Professor Manfred Rehbinder, a leading legal sociologist at the University of ZUrich Law School, suggests
19. Cf. Cavers, "Non-Traditional Research by Law
Returns from the Questionnaire of the Council on
Teachers:
Law-Related Studies," 24 J. LEG. ED. 535, 535 (1972).
20. Id. at 535.
21. See Wilson's discussion of the difference
between legal sociology and fact research in law, in which
he cites to discussions by other authors; G. Wilson,
supra note 1, at 15-22, 38-40, 108-09. The difficulty of
this distinction is reflected in the space that Wilson
devotes to it and in that after having attempted to state
the difference once, he finds it necessary to deal with it
two additional times. Professor Ernst Hirsch avoided the
need to distinguish between legal sociology and legal-fact
research by including both terms in the title of the institute (Institute for Legal Sociology and Social-Fact
Research at the Free University of Berlin) and in the publication series (Series for Legal Sociology and Social-Fact
Research) which he established. See section III(A)
below.

that the most important distinction is not between legal
sociology (a broad sociological study of law) and fact
research in law, but rather between legal sociology and
sociological jurisprudence (a sort of social engineering
through law.)

According to Rehbinder, social-fact research

is a tool used by both legal sociology and sociological
jurisprudence. 2 2

Although Rehbinder's view seems

correct, scholars generally ignore it and speak either of
legal sociology (Rechtssoziologie) or of social-fact
research in law (Rechtstatsachenforschung).

The term

"sociological jurisprudence" is not often found in current
German or American literature.

This article focuses on

those aspects of research which are presumably of greatest
interest to lawyers, namely, social-fact research in law
and sociological jurisprudence, but does not attempt to use
any of the above terms with more precision than does the
general literature. 23
Social scientists, both in the United States and in
Germany, usually refer to their work in the area of law and
society as research in "social science and law" or in
"legal sociology."

On the other hand, German legal

22.
Rehbinder, Die Rechtstatsachenforschung im Schnittpunkt von Rechtssoziologie und soziologischer Jurisprudence (Fact Research in Law between Legal Sociology and
1 Jahrbuch fUr RechtssozioSociological Jurisprudence in:
logie und Rechtstheorie (Yearbook for Legal Sociology and
This
Legal Theory (West Deutscher Verlag, Opladen, 1970).
view of Rehbinder is discussed by Wilson, supra note 1,
at 38-39.
Although the author has studied both law and social
23.
science, his approach to research in this area has been most
influenced by the research methods of the physical scientists
he observed in several engineering schools, particularly by
those of Phillippe Le Corbeiller, a graduate of the French
Sorbonne, who was his tutor in the Harvard Graduate School of
Engineering. Professor Le Corbeiller later accepted a professorship of physics and general education in Harvard
College. See Le Corbeiller's articles "Stars, Proteins,
and Nations," 178 Atlantic Monthly 78, (December, 1946) and
"Man in Transit" 179 Atlantic Monthly 57 (May, 1947).

scholars are more likely to refer to their work in this
area as "fact research in law."

The Department within the

German Ministry of Justice dealing with this research is
entitled the "Department for Legal-Fact Research in Law"
(Rechtstatsachenforchung).24

The terms are sometimes,

however, used by authors interchangeably in the same
discussion.

British scholars prefer to speak of

"socio-legal studies," which, as one leading English expert
admits, is "hardly an agreed term in Britain," 2 5 but is
apparently as comprehensive a term as legal sociology.
Some of the German substantive law discussed in this
article's analysis may suggest possibilities of adaptation
for American use.

Because a substantial number of projects

are now being or have recently been completed in Germany
and are reported here, no project can be adequately
described in the space available.

The author hopes that

this article will stimulate more detailed publications in
English on the German research.

II.

THE BACKGROUND OF THE CURRENT GERMAN DEVELOPMENT

A.

The Starting Point:

the Doctrinal Approach

In a note on the legal methods used by courts to reach
decisions, inserted into his contracts casebook, the late
Professor Lon Fuller of Harvard quoted from an 1899 legal
paper by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes:
I sometimes tell students that the law schools
pursue an inspirational combined with a logical
method, that is, the postulates are taken for
granted upon authority without inquiry into their
24.
25.

See section III(C) infra.
Wilson, supra note 1, at 5.

worth, and then logic
is used as the only tool to
26
develop the results.
This doctrinal approach to law reached its greatest
prestige during a period roughly encompassed by the second
half of the nineteenth century, 2 7 and continues in
attenuated form today.
The view that relevant social facts and relationships
must be ignored in deference to doctrinal hegemony has been
difficult to maintain.

People demanded practical solutions

to practical problems.

The more modern, less metaphysical

view--that much law is made by men acting as legislators
and judges and that law can be changed for the benefit of
society--appears to have become an acceptable alternative
during the first half of this century.

The result of the

shift in jurisprudential philosophy was that Americans came
to understand that laws which better fit the needs of
society can be drafted if lawmakers have a comprehensive
understanding of the present condition of society, and of
the effect on society of proposed legislation.

The efforts

of four German-speaking scholars, whose work is described
below, helped to make the need for empirical research in
law increasingly clear.

B.

Rudolf von Jherinq

Rudolf von Jhering (1818-1892), was an early
theoretical innovator of the current social-scienceresearch-about-law movement. 28

Jhering, a Professor

26. Address reprinted in 0. Holmes, Collected Legal
Papers 210, 238 (1920) and in L. Fuller, Basic Contract
Law 519, 521 (1947).
27.
L. Fuller, supra note 26, at 521.
28.
Lloyd begins his discussion of sociological
jurisprudence with a discussion of Jhering's work. D.
Lloyd, Jurisprudence 174 (Stevens & Sons, London, 1959.)

of Roman law, was Germany's most eminent scholar of Roman
legal doctrine.

Nonetheless, he wrote anonymous letters to

periodicals ridiculing his own and other authors' doctrinal
writings.

Jhering later collected and published these

letters under his own name in a work entitled Scherz und
Ernst in der Jurisprudenz (Jest and Seriousness in Jurisprudence). 29
The work has not been translated into English, but
some of its flavor can be gathered from Arthur Nussbaum's
comments on Jhering and his work:
It was the famous Jhering ... who in the last two
decades of his life began a rebellion against the
[then] dominant school of legal thought with
those biting satires to which we owe such
creations as the 'heaven of concepts' with its
pale and bloodless inhabitants walking around in
complete darkness, strictly severed from light
and life. For their enjoyment and exercise are
provided the 'hair-splitting,' 'fiction,' and
legal construction machines, the miraculous
achievement of which are painted by Jhering in a
most ingenious manner.3 0

Jhering devoted the remainder of his life to writing a
two-volume work, Der Zweck im Recht (The Purpose in
Law).31

Volume 1 was translated into English in 1913

under the title Law as a Means to an End. 3 2

The work

deals with the interaction of law and society, and is not
based upon standard empirical research, but rather upon
informal observation and speculation by its author about
relevant social facts.

It may be described as a philosophy

of sociological jurisprudence, if one defines philosophy as
"thought not firmly based upon empirical data."

The work

is open ended and represents an early stage of development, as pioneering works usually do.
29. Breitkopf und Hartel, Leipzig, 1884.
Nussbaum, FACT RESEARCH IN LAW, 40 Colum. L. Rev.
30.
189, 190 (1940).
31.
1st ed. (1877-1884); 8th ed. (1923).
32. Modern Legal Philosophy Series: Vol. V; Rothman
Reprints, New Jersey, 1968.

C.

Eugen Ehrlich

Ehrlich (1862-1922) studied law in Vienna, and in
1897 assumed the professorship of Roman law in Czernowitz,
where he remained until his death. 3 3

Like Jhering,

Ehrlich began his teaching career as a scholar of Roman law
doctrine but later changed the focus of his studies to the
social realities of law.
Ehrlich's two most noted works are his Grundlegung
der Soziologie des Rechts (Fundamental Principles of Sociology of Law) 3 4 and his Die Juristische Logik (Legal
Logic). 3 5

Ehrlich "was a very unsystematic" thinker, who

preferred to present his ideas in essay style with many
excursions. 36

Ehrlich did state, however, some simple

truths that had a significant effect on the development of
legal sociology.
First, Ehrlich noted that the sociology of law "must be
a science of observation," i.e.,

37
an empirical science.

This statement is the cornerstone of a scientific approach to
38
law and has often been repeated.
Second, Ehrlich discussed and rejected the converse of the above proposition,
33. The national roots of Ehrlich and his work have
been understandably puzzling to some scholars. When
Ehrlich was born, Czernowitz was part of the AustroHungarian Empire. After World War I it became part of
Romania, and in 1944 it became part of the Russian Ukraine.
34.
(W. Moll trans., 1913) (Harv. Univ. Press, 1936).
35.
Archiv fUr Civilistische Praxis Bd. 115 Nr. 2 & 3
(1918).
36.
M. Rehbinder, Rechtssoziologie (Legal Sociology)
46 (Walter de Gruyter, Berlin & N.Y.), 1977.
37.
E. Ehrlich, Fundamentals, supra note 34, at 473.
38. See, for example, Rehbinder, the Development and
Present State of Fact Research in Law in the United States,
24 J. Leg. Ed. 567 n.l (1972). Otto Hahn, who first split
the atom and ushered in our atomic age, wrote that the
secret of his personal success and that of the physical
sciences was empirical research rather than theoretical
thought. Letters from Otto Hahn addressed to the author
dated January 15, 1963 and January 26, 1968.

namely, the idea that every judicial decision must be
derived solely by logical process from preexisting legal
rules. 3 9

Third, Ehrlich stressed that the ultimate

source of law is not legislatures or judges, but the relevant society itself. 4 0

Finally, he pointed out that

formal law is only one of the ways in which society exercises control over its members. 4 1

Ehrlich summarized

some of the fundamental ideas of his work in an article
which was translated and published in the 1922 Harvard Law
42

Review.

D.

Max Weber

He

Max Weber (1864-1920) was born in Germany.
began his career as a teacher of commercial law.

After

teaching commercial law and legal history in Berlin for
several years, Weber accepted a newly created chair for
economics in Freiburg, Germany.

He then expanded his

interests to include all of sociology.

His later Munich

lectures usually attracted more than a thousand students
from all departments of the University.
At the time of Weber's sudden death in 1920, only a
small portion of his leading work Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft (Economy and Society) had been published.
39.
Moll in the Translator's Preface, Fundamentals,
supra note 34, at 9.
40.
See Ehrlich's foreword to his Fundamentals,
supra note 34, at 15.
Ehrlich, The Sociology of Law, 36 Harv. L. Rev.
41.
128, 131 (1922).
Id. at 128.
42.
43.
In 1889, Weber completed his doctoral thesis at
the University of Berlin under Professor Levin Goldschmidt,
the best known German legal historian of early European
commercial law.
44. M. Rheinstein, Introduction to M. Weber, Law in
Economy and Society 13 (M. Rheinstein, ed. 1954).

The remainder was in various stages of preparation.

His

wife, Marianne Weber, eventually completed and published
the work. 4 5

Those parts of Weber's work relating to the

sociology of law were published in English by one of his
former students, the late Professor Max Rheinstein of the
University of Chicago Law School. 46

The English transla-

tion is more understandable than the original German version and contains an informative introduction by Rheinstein.
By comparing certain Western and non-Western societies, Weber attempted to illuminate the relationship
between the general societal structure on one hand, and the
resulting economic and legal systems on the other.
Although his work was not based on hard empirical data, it
laid a theoretical foundation and created a demand for
empirical studies.

E.

47

Arthur Nussbaum

The most direct and influential call for an extensive and systematic gathering of social facts relevant to
law came in 1914, almost a decade before the first German
45.
On the writing of Economy and Society, see
Marianne Weber, Max Weber (L. Schneider, Heidelberg,
1950).
46. M. Weber, Law in Economy and Society (M. Rheinstein ed.)
Jhering's Law as a Means to and End, Ehrlich's Fundamental Principles of Sociology of Law, Weber's Law in
Economy and Society, and Nussbaum's Fact Research in Law
are all available in English. Together, they provide the
American reader with a basic historical background for the
current German fact-research-in-law movement.
47.
The entire 1500 page work, Economy and Society,
was later published in English: M. Weber, Economy and
Society (G. Roth and C. Wittich, eds., Univ. of Cal.
Press, 1968). Jurists may prefer the Harvard University
Press edition because of its introduction and selection of
material by Max Rheinstein.

publication in 1922 of Weber's Economy and Society.
Arthur Nussbaum (1887-1964), of the University of Berlin,
wrote a monograph 4 8

urging that law be evaluated on the

basis of fact research.

The article contained examples of

fact research that Nussbaum had completed.

Arthur Nussbaum

may be considered the founder of this new research approach
because of his systematic work in legal fact research and
his demand that all law be reevaluated with the aid of fact
49

research.
In 1934, Nussbaum became a visiting professor at
Columbia Law School, where he was later named "Research
Professor of Public Law." 5 0

In 1940, he published an

article, "Fact Research in Law", 5 1 which presents many of
the ideas contained in his 1914 German monograph on the
same subject.
Following World War II, there was little money for
research in Germany.

Furthermore, the majority of those

who had initiated the fact-research-in-law movement in
Germany were either living in other countries or were
deceased. 52

The post-war revival of this social-fact

48.
Die Rechtstatsachenforschung. Ihre Bedeutung
fUr Wissenschaft und Unterricht. (Tbingen, 1914) (Fact
Research in Law, Its Importance for Science and Teaching).
This monograph is reprinted in A. Nussbaum, Die
Rechtstatsachenforschung (Legal Fact Research) at 18,
(Bd. 12 der Schriftenreihe zur Rechtssoziologie und
Rechtstatsachenforschung) (1968).
M. Rehbinder, in the foreword to A. Nussbaum, Die
49.
Rechtstatsachenforschung, supra note 48, at 12.
50.
Id. at 15.
51.
Nussbaum, FACT RESEARCH IN LAW, 40 Colum. L. Rev.
189 (1940).
In addition to Professors Nussbaum and Hirsch,
52.
there were, among others, Hermann Kantorowicz (1877-1940),
who went first to New York University and later to
Cambridge, England; Professor Theodor Geiger, who joined
the Aarhus faculty in Denmark and later the Uppsala faculty
in Sweden; (see T. Geiger, Vorstudien zu einer Soziologie
des Rechts [Preliminary Study to the Sociology of Law]
[Luchterhand, Berlin, 1947]) and Professor Otto KahnFreund who went to Cambridge, England.

approach to law occurred in the 1960's, when research
centers, new publications, and, in some universities, new
law school curricula developed.

III.

POSTWAR GERMAN LEGAL-FACT RESEARCH CENTERS AND
PROJECTS
In the chapter entitled "The Research Work" of his

book Socio-Legal Research in Germany, Geoffry Wilson
presents a brief but comprehensive review of German socialfact research prior to 1978.

53

He describes several

scores of German social-fact research projects, often in no
more than a sentence or two.
Wilson divides the studies into six major areas:

(a)

the backgrounds of judges, lawyers and prosecutors, their
roles in the legal process, and the nature of decision
making;

(b) the courts and litigation; 5 4 (c) the analysis

of the aforementioned and other problems based on
statistics by the Federal Ministry of Justice which
enumerate the number of cases dealt with in each court and
certain facts about those cases;

(d) the ease of access

which the public has to the courts, the extent of the
53.
Wilson, supra note 1, at 37-104. Perhaps the
most interesting aspect, from an American perspective, of
the administration of justice in Germany is the size and
complexity of the German Court system. The German Supreme
Court for Civil and Criminal Matters consists of approximately 110 justices divided into five criminal and eleven
civil senates. Each of the eleven civil senate specializes
in a particular, limited area of civil law. In addition
there are separate, three-tiered court-systems for general
administrative law, labor matters, and social-welfare
cases. Further, there are separate tribunals and courts to
handle tax matters.
54.
These are primarily studies of the types of
disputes which are taken to courts for settlement and of
the reasons why other types of disputes are not settled by
courts.
Some conflicts for example, might be either too
private or too political.

public's knowledge of the law, and the public's attitude
toward the law;

(e) court structure and civil procedure; and

(f) the alternatives

55

to judicial process. 56

Research concerning the structure, personnel, and functioning of the courts and prosecution is referred to as
"Justizforschung" (which, loosely translated, means research
concerning the administration of justice).

This type of

research was dominant in Germany immediately after the postwar revival of the social-fact research movement in the
1960's. 5 7

But it revealed no surprising or startling con-

clusions.

The more limited German research in substantive law

prior to 1978, described by Wilson, 5 8 also failed to produce
any unexpected results.
This article supplements Wilson's work by describing the
current status of the principal German legal-fact research
centers 5 9 and by examining a number of the major, current,
or recently completed, research projects.

The author has

selected the projects largely from those reported by Professor
Rottleuthner in the German Bulletin for Legal Sociology.

60

The reader who anticipates clear and conclusive findings
in these German research projects will be disappointed.

The

subject matter is so complex and the science of making studies
of this type so new that clear, definitive results cannot be
expected.

Instead, the studies help to clarify the problems,

55. For example, mediation and arbitration centers.
56.
For an excellent article describing the German
court system, see Meador, Appellate Subject Matter
Organization; The German Design from an American Perspective, 5 HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 27 (1981).
57. Wilson, supra note 1, at 50-91.
58. Wilson, supra note 1, at 92-104.
59. Wilson, supra note 1, describes the German
research centers and institutes, at 23-30.
60. Rottleuthner, Bericht Uber den Stand der Rechtssoziologischen Forschung in der BRD und West-Berlin (Report
on the status of Socio-Legal Research in the FRG and WestBerlin), 15 Informationsbrief fUr Rechtssoziologie (Bulletin
for Legal Sociology) 18-87 (1979).
This is an excellent
report on the status of the German research at that time and
is hereinafter cited as Bericht (Report).

improve research methods, and yield some preliminary substantive results.

In a few cases, the data of the studies has not

yet been fully evaluated.

In other cases, because of mishap

(perhaps a low ratio of returned questionnaires or errors on
the part of the researcher), the questions originally presented cannot be clearly and reliably answered.

Nonetheless,

answers are often suggested and these can be tested by further
research. 61

A.

The Institute for Legal Sociology and SocialFact Research at the Free University of Berlin

The Institute for Legal Sociology and Social-Fact
Research at the Free University has played a significant
role in the reintroduction of social-fact research in
Germany following World War II.

The Institute was estab-

lished by Professor Ernst E. Hirsch, who had studied Professor Nussbaum's works as a student, and, who, like Professor Nussbaum, had emigrated from Germany in the early
1930's.

Hirsch spent almost twenty years in Turkey, where

he assisted in building the Turkish legal education system.
He then returned to Germany to accept a professorship, and
later the presidency, of the Free University of Berlin. 62
61. Although this article deals only with research which
is predominantly empirical, there have been substantial postwar German theoretical writings in the field of legal
sociology. Mention should be made of the work of Niklas
Luhmann, probably the best known theorist of legal sociology
in post-war Germany. See, N. Luhmann, 2 Bde., Rechtssoziologie (Legal Sociology) (Rowolt Taschenbuch Verlag,
Hamburg, 1972).
Luhmann has explained in detail how proper
procedures in legislatures, courts and administrative agencies
legitimize law and strengthen the moral demand that law be
followed. N. Luhmann, Legitimation durch Verfahren (Legitimation Through Procedure) (Luchterhand, Darmstadt, 1969).
62.
See what is essentially Hirsch's biography:
E.
Hirsch, Aus des Kaisers Zeiten durch die Weimarer Republik
in das Land Atatrks (From the Kaiser Period Through the
Weimar Republic in the Land of Atatrk) (Schweitzer,
Munich, 1982).

18

In 1964, he established the Institute and also a multi-volume
publication series now entitled Schriftenreihe zur Rechtssoziologie und Rechtstatsachenforschung (Series for Legal
Sociology and Legal-Fact Research) of which the forty-eighth
volume was recently published.
This series of publications is the most important contribution of the Institute to social-fact research.
tains:

It con-

(1) reports of theoretical and empirical research;

(2)

reprints of writings that were out of print, and (3) transla6
tions of books originally written in foreign languages.

3

In addition to his work on this series, Professor Rehbinder
63.
See the foreword of Ernst Hirsch to Nussbaum,
Rechtstatsachenforschung, supra note 48.
Examples of
some of the volumes in this series are:
(A) General Theoretical Studies:
Vol. 1, E. Hirsch,
Das Recht im sozialen Ordnungsgefige (Law in the Social
Structure) (1966), which deals with fundamental problems of
legal sociology and discusses the lessons to be learned
from the attempts to introduce foreign law into Turkey;
Vol. 6, M. Rehbinder, Die Begrndung der Rechtssoziologie durch Eugen Ehrlich (The Founding of Legal Sociology by Eugen Ehrlich) (1967); Vol. 16, J. Tiemeyer, Zur
Methodenfrage der Rechtssoziologie (The Method Question in
Legal Sociology) (1969), which concludes that legal reality
cannot be fully understood if it is not studied empirically; Vol. 38, Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung
(Legal Sociology and Comparative Law) (1977), which
includes articles by Professors Ulrich Drobnig, Manfred
Rehbinder, and others.
(B) General Empirical studies: Vol. 2, J. Limbach,
Theorie und Wirklichkeit in der GmbH (Theory and Practice
of Close Corporations) (1966); Vol. 3, K. Klotz, Die
rechtstatsachliche und rechtspolitische Bedeutung der
Vorschriften Uber die Anlage von MUndelgeld (The LegalFactual and Legal-Political Importance of Provisions Regulating the Investment of Trust Funds of Minors) (1966);
Vol. 46, S. Franke, Zur Reform des Armenrechts (Concerning the Reform of Welfare Law) (1980), which describes
a study of numerous welfare cases and makes recommendations
for basic changes in welfare law.
(C) Reprints of older, difficult-to-obtain works:
Vol. 7, E. Ehrlich, Recht und Leben (Law and Life)
(1967); Vol. 12, A. Nussbaum, Die Rechtstatsachenforchung
(Fact Research in Law) (1968); Vol. 40, K. Llewellyn,
Recht, Rechtsleben und Gesellschaft (Law and Society)
(1977), which contains the lecture which Karl Lewellyn gave
at the University of Leipzig in the academic year 19301931.
(D) Translations:
Vol. 21, F. Beutel, Die experimentelle Rechtswissenschaft.
(Experimental Jurisprudence)
(1971) is a translation of Beutel's work cited in note
supra; Vol. 31, J. Carbonnier, Rechtssoziologie
(Legal Sociology) (1974) was translated from the French.

in conjunction with Professor Bernd Rebe of Hannover, has
started a second series, Industriegesellschaft und Recht
(Industrial Society and Law), 6 4 which already consists of
more than a dozen volumes.

The aim of this new series is

to deal with changes created by industrialization.

The

series includes a broad range of subjects, volumes 8, 9,
and 10, dealing with current issues in the field of family
law.

The first volume of this series, Experimental

Jurisprudence and the Scienstate (1965), was written by an
American, Frederick Beutel, a former dean of the Louisiana
State University and University of Nebraska Law
65

Schools.

B.

The Present Center for Legal Sociology and Legal
66
Fact Research at the Free University of Berlin

1.

Description of the Center.

When the Free

University of Berlin was reorganized, some small institutes
at the University lost their titles as "institutes," but
they continued to function as before.

The Institute for

Legal Sociology and Legal Fact Research is now called a
"center."

A description of five research studies completed

at this center follows.

64.
Ernst und Werner Gieseking Press, Bielefeld, West
Germany.
65.
Experimental Jurisprudence and the Scienstate
is a sequel to Beutel's work Some Potentialities of
Experimental Jurisprudence as a New Branch of Social
Science (U. of Neb. Press, 1957), supra note 2. The
later work urges Americans, even more forcefully than
Beutel's earlier book did, to make law more useful by
utilizing scientific methods. This is the only volume in
either series that is published in English.
66.
Bericht, supra note 60, at 78-85.

2.

The Study:

Problems of the Labor Court.67

A recently completed study of problems of the Labor Court,
funded by the Volkswagen Foundation, is the largest project of
the Free University Center, and is a good example of a
full-scale German legal-sociological research project.
study was headed by Professor Rottleuthner

68

The

who was

assisted by seven other scholars.
Object of the study was to determine the factors which
influence the progress and results of proceedings in German
labor courts of first instance.
courts deal primarily with:

These special German

(1) disputes concerning pos-

sible unjustified firing of employees;

(2) disputes con-

cerning pay; and (3) disputes concerning vacations and
other miscellaneous matters.

The scholars investigated the

effect of the following factors:

(1) type of court pro-

cedure involved, (a regular court action or a special,
mediation-type procedure);

(2) number of court sessions

involved (the Germans often have several court sessions
instead of a single trial);
the presiding judges;

(3) views and inclinations of

(4) personal characteristics

(for

example, the social status) of the parties; and (5) characteristics of the parties' representatives

(attorneys,

paralegals working for labor unions, etc.).
The methods used in conducting the study included:
(1) observation of court proceedings;

(2) interviews with

judges, parties, and their attorneys or other representatives (in Germany one can be represented in the labor
courts by someone who is not a lawyer); (3) analyses of the
67.
Bericht, supra note 60, at 78-81.
68.
Professor Hubert Rottleuthner is now in charge of
most of the research conducted at the Center previously headed
by Professor Hirsch.

court files of the observed proceedings; (4) secondary
analyses of labor court statistics and socio-economic data.
In 1982, Professor Rottleuthner published a detailed
report of the procedures and results of the study.

Details

of the study and its conclusions will not be reviewed
here. 69

According to Professor Rottleuthner, the most

important result of the study was the finding that courts
act on the basis of legally relevant facts, and not on the
basis of extraneous matters such as social class, religion,
sex, race, or nationality.

70

Some of the difficulties encountered by the project
illustrate the tension that occasionally becomes apparent
between German legal scholars and social scientists.
First, the law faculty of the Free University opposed the
project. 7 1 The faculty of the University as a whole, however, approved the project.

Second, there was initially

trouble financing the project, but the Volkswagen Foundation eventually decided to do so.

Third, the Association

of Judges and District Attorneys of two of the four
districts in which research was to be conducted, having
69.
Volume 1 (656 pages) contains the main report;
Volume 2 (357 pages) gives additional information on the
questionnaires and other methods used in executing the
study. Anyone having a legitimate need for the information
contained in the report and the ability to read German can
request a copy of the report from Professor H.
Rottleuthner, Freie Universit~t Berlin, FB Rechtswissenshaft, WE 4, Boltzmannstr. 3, 1000 Berlin 33.
70.
Id., Vol. 1, at VII. See also the study of
unjust firing in subsection (4)(d) below.
71.
Ralph Rogowski, a former research assistant in
Berlin, explains this as follows:
When the faculty was asked for support of this
project the majority of the law faculty voted
against it. The conservative faculty could see
no relevance in the empirical questions, were uneasy about research on the secret discussions in
the court that are legally protected, and were
concerned that the 'critical' faculty [faculty
group critical of current societal conditions]
instead of the 'highly reputed' labor law members
should be granted the research funds.
Rogowski, supra note 1, at 4.
22

of the criticism of the Berlin Law Faculty, refused to
permit research in their districts.

Arrangements were

made, however, to conduct the research in other districts.
Fourth, there was difficulty developing a satisfactory
observation report form for recording the data from the
selected court proceedings due to the numerous variables
involved.

3.
tions.72

The Study:

Legal Education and Bar Examina-

Another study at the Free University Center

concerns legal education and bar examinations.

German law

students take a first bar examination (Erstes Staatsexamen)
immediately after completing their university study in law.
They then ordinarily serve a two-year internship, after
which they take a second bar examination.

Attendance is

not required at the university; a majority of the students
often spend at least some of their time in private barreview type courses outside the law school rather than in
the university classes for which they are registered.

The

purpose of this research study is to determine the effect
of the various types of student preparation and of certain
other factors on the students' success on the first bar
exam.
Professor Rottleuthner reports that difficulties in
conducting this study resulted from a general lack of
interest on the part of the law faculty and their
assistants and from lack of time to participate in the
study on the part of the students.
72.

Bericht, supra, note 60, at 81-82.

4.

The Study:

tion of Statutes. 7 3

The Understanding and Interpreta-

A third study at the Free Univer-

sity Center, concerning the understanding and interpretation of statutes, was conceived and executed by Professor
Dr. Jutta Limbach.

The purpose of the study was to investi-

gate the contradictions found in interpretations of identical statutory provisions by different legal scholars.
The study examined whether a relationship exists between
the interpreter's understanding of the legal problem and
fact situation involved and the result the interpreter
ultimately reached.
Statutory provisions selected for examination were
taken from a novel German statute passed in 1976.

The

statute regulated the type of "standard conditions" that a
legal or natural person or group of persons can incorporate
7
into agreements as standard terms.

4

American readers may be surprised to learn that this
study focuses on interpretations of the statute found in
commentaries and monographs rather than in court decisions.
Because of tradition and because German professors ordinarily have higher academic qualifications and greater prestige than German judges, the Germans emphasize scholarly
writings rather than court decisions.

Major difficulties

encountered in conducting the study were the lack of
clarity of the interpretations studied, the failure of
those making the interpretations to adequately identify
the methods by which results were achieved and the
73. Bericht, supra, note 60, at 83.
74. Gesetz zur Regelung des Rechts der allgemeinen
Geschdftsbedingungen (AGB-Gesetz) (Law Regulating Standard
Business Terms) of Dec. 9, 1976.
(BGB I S. 3317). An
article in English dealing with this law is Sandrock, The
Standard Terms Act 1976 of West Germany, 26 AM. J. COMP. L.
551 (1978).

difficulty of establishing reliable scales on which to plot
the authors' understanding of the law and to classify their
methods of interpretation.

5.

The Study:

A Sociological Analysis of German

and American Law Professors. 7 5

This research was begun

by Ekkehard Klausa, with the aid of student assistants when
he was an assistant professor of legal sociology at the
Free University. 7 6

The study analyzed the values and

methods of argument employed by German and American law
teachers.

In addition, it investigates the possible

effects of the prevailing German and American methods of
recruiting, socializing, and assigning tasks to law
teachers a source of the differences between the law
teachers of the two nations.
The study, begun in 1975, completed in 1979, and
77
published in 1981,
analyzes numerous aspects of legal
education, for example, the methods (practical or
theoretical) law professors use to teach law. Perhaps the
study's most surprising finding, according to a brochure of
the publisher, is that it is much easier to identify the
political orientation of a German professor from the
textbooks he has written than is the case with an American
professor. 78
75. Bericht, supra, note 60, at 84-85.
76.
In 1980, Mr. Klausa accepted a position as a
civil servant in the Ministry of the Interior.
77. E. Klausa, Deutsche und amerikanische Rechtslehrer, (Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1981).
78. The research included:
(1) 69 partly standardized interviews with American law teachers, (2) 130 questionnaires completed by German law teachers, (3) 119 questionnaires completed by American law teachers, (4) numerous
supplementary personal interviews and questionnaires, (5)
analyses of the content of German and American legal
periodicals, and (6) secondary analyses of other collected
data. This project has also resulted in the publication of
an article prescribing a program for a sociology of law
teachers (Programm einer Wissenchaftssoziologie der

The major difficulties in conducting this study
stemmed from the low rate of return of questionnaires by
German law teachers.

The thirty-four percent of the German

law teachers who elected to return the questionnaire is
probably not a representative sample of German law
79

teachers.

C.

The Department of Legal-Fact Research of the
Ministry of Justice

In 1969, a newly elected German government sought
empirical data on which to base contemplated legal reforms.
An organization was needed to coordinate and facilitate the
legal fact research being undertaken both within and
without the Ministry of Justice. The Department of Legal
Fact Research was established in the Ministry of Justice in
1973 for this purpose.

The history, organization, and work

of the Department have been described in a recent article
by its director, Dr. Dieter Strempel. 8 0
first tasks included:

The Department's

(1) coordinating the legal fact

research being undertaken within the Ministry of Justice
and other governmental agencies, (2) giving assistance in
matters of research method for these studies,

(3) assisting

in the statistical analysis of data, and (4) developing a
computer based information system regarding German court
cases called "justus".

81

Jurisprudenz, K61ner Zeitschrift fUr Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie (KZfSS) Sonderheft 18, Wissenschaftssoziologie, S.
100-121.) and an article on the prestige of law faculties in
the Federal Republic and in the United States (Die Prestigeordnung juristischer Fakult~ten in der Bundesrepublik und
den U.S.A., KZfSS 1978, 321-360).
79.
It was necessary to supplement the questionnaires
and verify the results. There were also other conceptual
and methodological difficulties in conducting the study.
80.
Strempel, Zur Rechtstatsachenforschung in der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Recht und Politik, July 4,
1982, at 180.
81.
Id. at 180-81.
26

As time passed, the amount of money allotted to legal
fact research increased. 82

Between 1972 and 1981, the

total amount expended by the Ministry of Justice was
approximately $3,000,000, and a similar amount was expended
by the Volkswagen Foundation. 8 3

The extent of control of

the Department over social-fact research sponsored by the
Ministry also increased.

The importance of the Department

is not to be found in the relatively few studies conducted
within the Ministry of Justice, but rather in the execution
of the Ministry's functions of awarding research contracts
and supervising and coordinating research projects.

Dr.

Strempel lists nineteen major projects, contracts for which
were awarded by the Ministry with the assistance of the
Department in the period 1973-1981. 8 4

Some of these

projects are described in the following subsections.

85

In September of 1981, the Ministry, acting largely
through the Department, organized an international workshop
to find ways to resolve civil disputes other than in the
courtroom.

The purpose of the workshop was to suggest

research projects and practical models which might aid in
improving civil justice.

German and non-German experts

from academia and practice were invited.

86

82. In Fiscal year 1972 it was 181,000 DM, in fiscal
year 1979 it reached a peak of 844,000 DM, and in fiscal
year 1981 it declined to 620,000 DM. Id. at 181.
83.
See note 19 supra.
84.
Id. at 182.
85.
For example, there have been studies of
commercial bankruptcy (section III (D)(2) infra, studies
relating to family law (section III (D)(4)) infra, and a
study of consumer credit (section III (D)(6)).
86.
Professors William Felstiner of the Rand
Corporation, Charles Halpern of Georgetown University,
Thomas Jorde of Berkeley, and David Trubeck of Wisconsin
attended from the United States. The conference is
described by Strempel and Falke in 2 Zeitschrift fir
Rechtssoziologie 312 (1981).

D.

The Social-Science Research Group at the Max
Planck Institute for Foreign and International
Private Law in Hamburg

1.

87

History of the Group. 8 8

One of the

traditional functions of the German comparative legal
research institutes has been to supply German lawmakers
with knowledge of foreign law to assist them in shaping
future German law. 8 9

Knowledge of foreign law is more

useful to lawmakers if they are informed of the social
conditions in which it is applied and how well it functions
there.

To supplement the informal observations of

comparativists in ascertaining the underlying foreign
social conditions and the role of the foreign law in the
foreign milieu, the Hamburg Max Planck Institute employed a
legal sociologist, Volkmar Gessner, in 1970.

This step

represented significant attempts to increase the
social-fact element in German comparative law studies and
to make the studies more useful to the German legislature.
Between 1970 and 1980, the number of scholars in the
social-science research group at the Hamburg Institute grew
from one to eleven.

This growth was the combined result of

87.
See Bericht, supra note 60, at 18-35;
Sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungsgruppe, Rechtssoziologische Forschungen am Max-Planck-Institut fUr
ausldndisches und internationales Privatrecht in Hamburg
(Social Science Research Group, Legal Sociological Research
at the Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International
Private Law in Hamburg) (1979) (hereinafter cited as
MPSwFg).
88.
See MPSwFg, supra note 87 at 1-11.
89.
See Riegert, The Max Planck Association's
Institutes for Research and Advanced Training in Foreign
Law, 25 J. Leg. Ed. 312, 316-17 (1973); Riegert, The Max
Planck Institute for Foreign and International Private Law,
21 Ala. L. Rev. 475, 487-89 (1969); Riegert, The Max Planck
Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law, 16
Am. J. Comp. L. 247, 253-54 (1968).

contracts for legal-sociological research awarded to the
group by the German Ministry of Justice, the German
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, and of liberal
financing by the Volkswagen Foundation.

In 1975, the then

director of the Hamburg Institute, Professor Konrad
Zweigert, informally established the group as a semiindependent entity under the leadership of Volkmar
Gessner. 90
The existence of a large, semi-independent, legalsociological research group in a comparative law institute
brought to light problems regarding the appropriate method
of cooperation between groups of this nature.

The Compara-

tive Law Institute's primary purpose is to conduct research
in areas of foreign private law, comparative law, and
conflict of laws.

The legal-sociological group, on the

other hand, works largely independently of the Institute's
main staff, concentrating on internal German social
problems, some of which, like labor problems, involve areas
of law in which the institute does not specialize.

In the

fall of 1979, the three new directors of the Institute,
Professors Drobnig, K6tz, and Mestm~cker, decided not to
permanently house and support the legal-sociological group
because the professors did not feel competent to supervise
it.

The group moved out in the spring of 1982; the

director, Professor Volkmar Gessner, and several members
went to a newly established Center for European Legal
Policy in Bremen.
90.

See MPSwFg, supra note 88 at 3.

2.

The Study:

Commercial Bankruptcy. 9 1

The

Commercial Bankruptcy Study, a detailed study of the functioning of the German bankruptcy law as applied to commercial enterprises, was commissioned by the German Ministry
of Justice to revise bankruptcy law.

The study is the

first large-scale project carried out by the Hamburg group;
its cost exceeded $300,000.
The report of the study was published, 9 2 and provides
a basis for the discussion of some fundamental problems of
legal-fact research for law reform purposes.
The Hamburg group faced several disadvantages in conducting their research.

The Ministry of Justice, under

pressure to reform the German bankruptcy law, contracted
for the study to be completed and then reported in only
eighteen months.

The time pressure led to a number of

compromises in the conduct of the study that invite attack:
(1) no bankruptcy law expert was a member of the group
controlling the study;

(2) although the study was

substantially economic in nature, no economist was included
in the controlling group (the services of an economist were
acquired, but only on a part-time, consulting basis); (3)
no comparative studies were made to secure data from
nations with similar economic conditions; (4) the
six-hundred page report of the study seems aimed more at
satisfying the desires of sociologists interested in the
methodological details of making complicated social-fact
91. MPSwFg, supra note 88, at 55-58; Bericht,
supra note 60, at 21-22.
92. V. Gessner, B. Rhode, G. Strate and K. Ziegert,
Die Praxis der Konkursabwicklung in der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland (Bankruptcy Administration in the Federal
Republic of Germany) (Bundesanzeiger verlagsges GmbH, Cologne,
1978).
Additionally, some aspects of the study were described
in a forty-four page article in English. Gessner, Rhode,
Strate, and Ziegert, "Three Functions of Bankruptcy Law:
The
West German Case," 12 L. & SOC'Y REV. 499 (1978).
30

studies, than at satisfying the needs of jurists desirous
of revising bankruptcy law.
The study has been the subject of two book reviews published together in the Bulletin for Legal Sociology,

which

were followed by a reply from the Max Planck Group.
The first review, by Wilhelm Uhlenbruck, a bankruptcy judge
and recognized scholar in the field, pointed out the type
of technical errors one might expect to find in a complex
study completed in a short time. 9 4

A second reviewer,

Lutz Brandt, a sociologist, also noted possible technical
errors in the statistical procedures of the study.

His

strongest criticism, however, was aimed at the "inherent
conflict" in simultaneously conducting practice oriented
and basic sociological research.

95

Despite these flaws, both reviewers concluded that the
study was a useful one.

Uhlenbruck stated that the study

provided the basis for a bankruptcy law which is empirically and economically sound because it identified and
analyzed the interrelationship of the many independent
entities, such as the banks, tax offices, and unemployment
offices, directly involved in bankruptcies. 9 6

Brandt

concluded that the study provided a large "idea reservoir"

93.
Informationsbrief ffr Rechtssoziologie (Bulletin
for Legal Sociology) (hereinafter cited as Informationsbrief [Bulletin]), Sonderheft (special Volume 2) at 130-47
(1979).
94. For example, the researchers asked for an
analysis of each of the last seven cases of each bankruptcy
court; Uhlenbruck points out that this over-emphasized the
smaller courts and under-emphasized the larger ones. The
researchers asked whether the bankruptcy estate was sufficient to satisfy the creditors; Uhlenbruck points out that,
where part of the bankruptcy estate is outside of Germany,
the bankruptcy judge is ordinarily not in a position to
answer this question. Id. at 130-31.
95.
Informationsbrief, Sonderheft 2 (1979) at 137-44.
96. Id. at 131; 135-36.

for further studies to build upon and he specifically
suggested five possible future studies.

97

The dilemma of attempting to serve two masters at the
same time is discussed by members of the Hamburg Max Planck
Social-Fact Research Group at the beginning of their English
article 9 8 and in their reply to the book reviews. 9 9 The
somewhat inconsistent demands on a group in the position of
the Max Planck group include:

(1) the demand of sociological

scholars for basic sociological research and publication of
the complicated details of the research methods used; anP (2)
the demand of jurists for a brief and easily understandable
report containing information useful for revising the
bankruptcy law.

A solution to the dilemma might be to publish

two studies, one to satisfy each group.

The Hamburg group, no

doubt because of lack of time and resources, opted for a
single, major publication.
Many jurists were not entirely satisfied with the report,
partly because of the complicated details and explanations of
research methodology.

The study, on the other hand, has satis-

fied the requirements of the Ministry of Justice, and is
serving as the basis of the work of the Commission to Reform
the Bankruptcy Law.

Furthermore, the Ministry has commis-

sioned two supplementary studies by two members of the group
concerning the claims of labor for lost jobs and other reasons
against the estate of a bankrupt enterprise.
Since the authors have reported in English on the substance of their original bankruptcy study, 1 0 0 only a few
97. Id. at 143-44.
98.
Supra note 92, at 499-500.
99.
Informationsbrief, Sonderheft 2 (1979) at 145-47.
100.
One of these studies has been published: V. Gessner
and K. Plett, Der Sozialplan im Konkursunternehmen (The Social
Plan in Bankruptcy) (Bundesanzeiger, Cologne, 1982).
101. See note 91 supra.

additional comments are necessary here.

First, German bank-

ruptcy procedure, like American bankruptcy procedure, is
criticized for being distressingly inefficient.

10 2

Second, the study suggests that there is need for a better
method of determining whether an insolvent business should
.

'

103

be liquidated or reorganized.

Such a procedure may

also be needed in the United States.

Finally, it should be

noted that German bankrupts, unlike American "debtors,"1

04

are not routinely discharged from their debts

in bankruptcy.

A bankrupt cannot be discharged in Germany

unless he makes an agreement for discharge with his creditors and pays at least twenty percent of the amount of his
debts, if his failure to pay the full amount is due to his
own blameworthy conduct.

3.

The Study:

1 05

The Effect of the German Law

Against Unjust Termination. I 0 6

Some members of the Ham-

burg group received a contract from the German Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs to investigate the effectiveness
....
107
The
of the Law Against Unjust Employment Termination.
law has been criticized because cases of unjust termination usually result in the payment of a monetary settlement by the former employer to the former employee, rather
than the reinstatement of the employee.

In cases in which

102. Id. at 500.
Id. at 541.
103.
The Bankruptcy Code of 1978 no longer uses the
104.
term "bankrupt", instead it uses the term "debtor". 11
U.S.C. § 101(12).
105. For example, due to improper delay in declaring
bankruptcy. See Konkursordnung (Bankruptcy Law) § 187.
106. MPSwFg, supra note 88 at 12; Bericht, supra
note 60, at 28.
Kiindigungsschutzgesetz (KSchG), Fassung von 25.
107.
8.69 (BGB1. I S 1317).

an employee sues to be reinstated, the suit is tried by the
labor courts.

This is a special, three-tier court system

(trial court, intermediate appellate court, supreme court)
similar to, but independent from, the regular German court
system for civil and criminal matters.

10 8

If the employee works for an enterprise employing more
than five people, the "enterprise council" 1 0 9 consisting
of employees, must be consulted on personnel matters.

The

larger the enterprise, the more elaborate the enterprise's
internal means of settling employee disputes is likely to
be, and the less likely the matter will end in court.
The Hamburg group has made a detailed study of the law
and social facts relating to the firing of employees.

The

study revealed that the statute is ineffective in protecting
employees in their jobs, and that many unjustly terminated
employees accept small money settlements instead of
1 10
insisting upon reinstatement in their jobs.

108. Arbeitsgerichtsgesetz (Labor Court Law) § 41.
The Labor Court System is unique in that the divisions of
the Supreme Labor Court include lay judges. Each division
of the Supreme Labor Court consists of three professional
judges, one ad hoc representative of labor, and one ad hoc
representative of business.
109.
"Betriebsrat". This term is sometimes translated
as "works council."
110. J. Falke, A. H611and, B. Rhode, G. Zimmerman,
Kandigungspraxis and Kindigungsschutz in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
(Firing and Job Protection in the
Federal Republic of Germany) (Press Office, Ministry for
Labor and Social Order, Bonn, 1981).
See also the
report on this study and on employer practices in cases of
unjust firing in the periodical Arbeitsrecht im Betrieb
(Labor Law in Business), May 1981, at 66-73. Studies of
similar laws prohibiting unjust firing in other European
countries are being conducted, and a comparison of the
results of these projects is planned.

4.

Studies Relating to Family Law. i l

Mem-

bers of the social-science group have undertaken several
studies of a comparative nature relating to family law:

1)

a comparative study of family support laws incorporating
national reports from scholars in twelve European countries; 2) a comparative study of the Danish administrative
divorce procedure and the West German family-court procedure; 3) a socio-legal study, in conjunction with a
Danish scholar, of Danish administration of Danish familysupport laws;

4) the development of a new, broader based

scheme for comparing family laws, which is currently used
to compare Australian and German family law.

In addition,

members of the group have conducted an extensive innerGerman study on the economics of single-parent families,
using information from the German census bureau.

Most of

these studies are in the process of publication.

5.

The Study:

Consumer Credit. I 1 2

Re-

searcher Holzscheck and others of the Hamburg group began
investigating consumer credit in West Germany under a contract with the federal Ministry of Justice in 1978.

They

were particularly interested in areas such as the
"aggressive and deceptive" advertising of German lending
institutions, 1 1 3 the effect on the lives of consumers of
greatly increased indebtedness, and the consequences of
direct loans by credit institutions to consumers are not
covered by the protective legislation covering consumer
installment purchases. 1 1 4

111.
supra note
112.
113.
114.

Both the emphases of the study

Bericht, supra note 60,
88, at 40.
Bericht, supra note 60,
Id. at 26.
Id.

at 25-26; MPSwFg,
at 26-28.

and the authors (other than Holzscheck) changed during the
course of the study.
The study, as finally executed, was interdisciplinary,
and involved a sociologist, a jurist, and an econoThe three researchers questioned households con-

mist. 115

cerning their use of credit, analyzed the files of credit
institutions (including cases of disturbed and "undisturbed" installment credit), and analyzed summary and
regular court proceedings against debtors.

The study inves-

tigated the typical types of credit terms, the cost of
credit, the purposes, the knowledge of the consumer about
the credit market, and other relevant factors.
The study contained detailed statistical information.
For example, one table revealed that German per capita
income increased twelve fold between 1950 and 1980, and
that during the same period per capita indebtedness rose
from .2 percent to 10.9 percent annual per capita
income. 116
The study was published in 1982 in the form of a fivehundred page book.

Discussion of the short and long-term

effects on the economy of credit financing of purchases of
consumer goods was included.
E.

11 7

The Research Group Formerly Located in the
Scientific Center in Berlin (Professor
Blankenburg)

118

115. K. Holzscheck, G. H6rmann, and J. Daviter,
Praxis des Konsumentenkredits (The Practice Relating to
Consumer Credit) (Bundesanzeiger, Cologne, 1982).
Id. at 59.
116.
Id. at 387-462.
117.
118. Wissenchaftszentrum, Berlin, see Bericht,
The Scientific Center is owned
supra note 60, at 36-41.
and supported seventy-five percent by the West German
Federal Government and twenty-five percent by the State of
Berlin. The Center may contract up to one-third of its
36

(1)

Description of the Center.

The Scientific

Center, established in 1969, is a public corporation, and
is characterized by (1) concentration in social science
research; (2) an international staff of research
scientists;

(3) interdisciplinary research groups; and (4)

research for practical application.
During the 1970's, Professor Erhardt Blankenburg, a
research scholar at the Center, was able to establish in
the Center a research group called "Public Services."

This

group was similar to the social-science group of the
Hamburg Max Planck Institute in that it conducted
social-fact research in law.

Professor Blankenburg

accepted a chair at the University of Amsterdam in May of
1980, and the "Public Services" group was disbanded at that
time.
Before its demise, the group had undertaken a number
of important studies, two of which are described below.

(2) The Study:

The Investigation of the Need for

Legal Services and of the Ways this Need is Currently Being
1 19

Met by the Different Sources of Legal Information.

One of the best known studies of the Public Services Group,
this study identified the three principal sources of legal
advice available to the general public:

(1) private

lawyers; (2) counseling offices of private interest groups,
such as unions, tenant groups, and consumer groups; and (3)
counseling offices of charitable oganizations, including
governmental welfare agencies.

The study reveals that

research work to outside parties, German or non-German
third parties. Third parties are usually foundations or
governmental entities, which commission and pay for
specified research projects.
119. Bericht, supra note 60, at 38-39.

lawyers are generally able to solve more complex problems
than nonlawyers.

On the other hand, lawyers seem to con-

centrate on adversarial, litigable issues, while nonlawyers
tend to concentrate on ways to reach an accommodation of
interests of all the parties involved.
The study indicated that the efforts of nonlawyers are
likely to provide more satisfactory, permanent solutions to
most problems than the approach of lawyers.

Also, when a

nonlawyer is unable to deal with complex problems, a lawyer
may still be consulted.

In some special areas, however,

the skill of an expert nonlawyer may exceed that of most
lawyers.
The study was instrumental in securing the passage of
a new German law in 1980 funding for the legal counseling
of the poor in cases where no law suit has been
brought. 1 2 0

Prior German law provided free legal assist-

ance to the poor only when litigation was involved,

12 1

which is illustrative of the emphasis of German law on litigation as a means of dispute settlement.

A proposal con-

tained in this study as well as others, that nonlawyers be
permitted to give legal advice in certain circumstances,
was refused by the German Parliament.

(3)

The Study:

creasing Litigation. 1 2 3

12 2

Legal Expense Insurance and InThis study, begun by the

120. Beratungshilfegesetz (Legal Counseling
Assistance Law).
121.
Zivilprozessordnung (Civil Procedure Ordinance)
§1 i14-128a.
122.
Studies on this subject have been published by
Professor Blankenburg in English:
Innovations in Legal
Services (E. Blankenburg ed.) (Oelgeschlager, Cambridge,
Mass., 1979).
123.
Bericht, supra note 60, at 113-14.

Berlin Center in 1978, was published in 1981.124

The

study revealed that forty percent of all German households
had prepaid legal-expense insurance, but that almost half
of the insurance policies were limited to automobile
traffic matters.
matters. 1 2 5

The remainder excluded business

A few policies have, however, been issued to

professional and business firms, and these, of course,
cover business risks.

12 6

The study indicated that having insurance does not substantially increase one's tendency to litigate disputes
other than traffic matters.

Blankenburg concluded that

legal insurance resembles accident insurance in that
"hardly anyone would cause accidents simply because they
were insured against some of the financial consequences." 1 2 7

A second reason for the lower-than-expected

litigation rate of those having legal expense insurance may
be the informal consultations which take place between the
insured and the insurance carrier.

The consultations

apparently help filter out frivolous complaints, and
provide the insured access to legal counsel when his
complaint is meritorious. 1 2 8

One may conclude that legal

insurance is not likely to cause a flooding of the courts.
A corollary of this conclusion is that having legal
insurance does not substantially increase the tendency of
the lower economic classes to enforce their legitimate
124. E. Blankenburg & J. Fiedler, Die Rechtsschutzversicherungen und der Steigende Geschdftsanfall der
Gerichte (Legal Insurance and Increasing Litigation)
(Mohr, Tibingen, 1981) (Reform der Justiz, Bd. 8).
An
article describing parts of it has now been published in
English:
Blankenburg, Legal Insurance, Litigation
Decisions, and the Rising Caseloads of Courts: A West
Germany Study, 16 LAW & SOC'TY REV. 601 (1982).
125. Id. at 605.
126.
Id. at 607.
127.
Id. at 622.
128.
See id. at 605 and 623.

rights in court.

Blankenburg concluded that just as

"social cost" is more important than legal cost in deterring litigation, "shared social class and social contacts
with lawyers are more important to overcoming barriers to
litigation than is financial aid. 1 2 8

Legal insurance has

the effect of stabilizing lawyers' incomes just as health
insurance does so for medical professionals.

130

129.
Id. at 623.
130.
Id.
Several other studies deserve to be summarized here
and have been omitted only because of space limitations.
Judge Rolf Bender and his colleagues in the Stuttgart
Institute for Legal Fact Research have conducted research
which led to a substantial improvement in the German civil
procedure system. See R. Bender, A. Belz, & P. Wax, Das
Verfahren nach der Vereinfachungsnovelle und vor dem
Familiengericht 1 (The Procedure Under the Simplification
Amendment and in the Family Court) (Beck, Munich, 1977),
and Bender, The Stuttgart Model, in 2 Access to Justice
433-75 (M. Cappelletti & J. Weisner, eds.) (Sijthoff and
Noordhoff, Holland, 1979).
Judge Bender has also conducted
studies on how to tell whether a witness is truthful and on
how to examine a witness. See R. Bender, S. R6der & A.
Nack, Tatsachenfeststellungen vor Gericht (Factfinding by
Courts), Bd. I: Glaubwirdigkeitsund Beweislehre, (Vol.
1: Credibility and Proof), Bd. II; Vernehmungslehre
(Vol. 2:
The Science of Examining Witnesses) (Beck,
Munich, 1981).
In the author's opinion, an English
translation of these volumes would benefit many.
Professor Klaus R6hl of Bochum has conducted a study
on the compromise settlements frequently made by the
parties during trials in German courts. Two papers are now
available in English on this subject from the Dispute
Processing Research Center of the University of WisconsinMadison: Working Paper 1983-9, by K. R6hl, The Judge as
Mediator; and Working Paper 1983-7, by R. Rogowski, The
Active Role of the Judge in Settling Civil Cases:
Overview
of Socio-legal Research on Mediation in Courts and the Role
of the Judge in West Germany.
Finally, two works published by Professor GUnther
Kaiser and his criminological research group at the
Freiburg Max Planck Institute for Criminal Law deserve
mention:
(1) Forschungsgruppe Kriminologie, Empirische
Kriminologie, Ein Jahrzehnt kriminologischer Forschung am
Max-Planck-Institut, Freiburg i. Br. (Empirical
Criminology, A Decade of Research in the Max Planck
Institute in Freiburg) Max Planck Institute, Freiburg,
1980.
An English version of this work was published in
late 1982:
Research in Criminal Justice (Criminological
Research Unit, ed.)
Copies are available from Professor
GUnther Kaiser, Max Planck Institute, Gufiterstalstr. 72
7800 Freiburg, West Germany and (2) G. Kaiser, Strafvollzug im europaischen Vergleich (The Administration of
Punishment, A Comparative European View) (Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt, 1983).

IV.

COMPARATIVE AMERICAN DEVELOPMENTS IN EMPIRICAL LEGAL
RESEARCH
A brief overview of the directions of the American

movement is presented to give the reader an opportunity to
compare German and American progress.

Perhaps the best

summary of American developments through 1972 is an easily
readable, twenty-two page article written by Manfred
Rehbinder while at the Berkeley Center for the Study of Law
and Society. 1 3 1

Rehbinder's article fortunately goes a

long way toward eliminating the problem he faced when he
began to write; namely, that one seeking to investigate the
American developments "has to rely on bits of information
1 32
which are widely scattered and difficult to obtain."

Rehbinder collects this information and cites the relevant
literature.
Dean Roscoe Pound of Harvard Law School and Professor
Karl Llewellyn of the Columbia and Chicago Law Schools,
respectively, were the leaders of the early American
movement known as "legal realism. " 1 3 3

Both had been in

134
close touch with the German movement described above.

In fact, Llewellyn had studied in Germany and had taught
law there for two brief periods.
Professor Llewellyn was one of the leaders of the
famous experiment begun in 1926 at Columbia Law School to
Finally, there is a substantial amount of empirical
research about law which is almost never mentioned in the
German periodical (formerly bulletin) for legal sociology.
This is research which is conducted by scholars who are
more oriented to law than to social science, and who do not
maintain contact with the editors of the aforementioned
publications. See, for example, forschungsberichte
(reseach reports) of the Verwaltungshochschule (Graduate
School of Public Administration).
131. Rehbinder, The Development and Present State of
Fact Research in Law in the United States, 24 J. LEG. ED.
567 (1972).
132.
Id. at 567.
133.
Id. at 569.
134. Section II, supra.

extend the law school curriculum to include relevant social
facts.

In total, thirty-six new case and materials

coursebooks were developed. 1 3 5

The Columbia movement led

to increased fact research at Yale and Chicago and to the
famous, but short-lived, John Hopkins Institute for the
Study of Law in Baltimore. 136
The John Hopkins Institute is generally regarded as
unsuccessful.

Karl Llewellyn wrote:

"Never in the long

history of efforts toward social science had there been as
ill-considered, badly prepared, and generally useless
squandering of research money as in the Hopkins experiment....

If you want to know what kept the foundations

from being interested in other than doctrinal research, the
answer is the Hopkins experiment." 1 3 7

Thereafter, it

became almost impossible to finance legal-fact research, 1 3 8 but the broader teaching basis initiated by
the Columbia experiment continued. 139
American post-war developments in social-fact research
in law began in the 1950's.

One of the earliest and most

significant of the social fact studies made by a jurist for
the purpose of improving the law (sociological jurisprudence) was Fred Beutel's widely noted Some Potentialities of Experimental Jurisprudence as a New Branch of
Social Science. 1 4 0

Beutel, who was then Dean of the

Nebraska Law School, first made six pilot studies.
died the functioning of the following:

He stu-

(1) the regulations

135. Rehbinder, supra note 131 at 570. For a more
detailed description of the Columbia program, see Currie,
The Materials of Law Study, Part Three, 8 J. LEG. ED. 1
(1955).
136. Id. at 572-75.
137.
See Llewellyn, Social Significance in Legal
Problems, in University of Michigan Law School, Conference
on Aims and Methods of Legal Research 8, 10 (1955).
138. Id.
139. Rehbinder, supra note 131, at 572.
140.
U. of Neb. Press, 1957.

compelling the sterilization of instruments in barber
shops;
minors;

(2) the law prohibiting the sale of tobacco to
(3) the law regulating the standard measure of

bricks; (4) the provisions regulating the performance of
plumbing work;

(5) the law regulating the planting of trees

on city streets, and (6) the penal law relating to bad
checks. 1 4 1

His conclusion--that there is little to be

gained by punishing the issuance of small bad checks with
imprisonment--is ignored in some states even today.
The first large-scale, well-financed, social-fact
research project following World War II was the Law and
Behavior Science Project of the University of Chicago,
which was initiated with a $500,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation in the 1950's and continued with an additional
$680,000 grant in 1965.142

Other research projects

followed, and many American foundations contributed.
Research into the compensation of the victims of
traffic accidents was sponsored by the Walter E. Meyer
Foundation and led to the Keeton-O'Connel no-fault
insurance plan, which has been adopted by many American
states. 1 4 3

The Russell Sage Foundation established educa-

tional programs and research centers for law and the social
sciences at seven universities:

Berkeley (1961), Wisconsin

(1962), Northwestern (1963), Denver (1963), Pennsylvania
(1967), Harvard (1967), and Yale (1968).
The American Bar Foundation was established in 1952.
It became particularly active in social fact research under
the directorship of Geoffrey Hazard (1964 to 1970),144
and has continued to be active under the directorship of
141.
The last study he expanded so that it occupies
nearly half of his book.
142.
Rehbinder, supra note 131, at 582.
143. Id.
144.
See Hazard, The Research Program of the
American Bar Foundation, 51 A.B.A.J. 539-42 (1965).

Spencer Kimball, former dean of the University of Wisconsin
Law School), and, since 1982, under the direction of John
P. Heinz of Northwestern University School of Law.

The Bar

Foundation employs approximately twelve full-time in-house
research scholars, half of whom are social scientists.

The

Foundation publishes annual reports listing its research
publications, and in 1977, it began publishing the American
Bar Foundation Research Journal.
In 1964, the Law and Society Association was formed;
it commenced publication of the Law and Society Review in
1966.

In its early days, the Law and Society Association

held its annual meeting on the evening before the annual
meeting of the Association of American Law Schools.

In

1975, however, it held a separate, three-day meeting in
early June in Buffalo, N.Y.,

and in 1978, it held another

separate meeting in Minneapolis.

Thereafter, these three-

day separate meetings became an annual event.

The Law and

Society Review is the leading American journal devoted
solely to legal sociology and legal-fact research.
The most significant supporter of social-fact research
in law in the United States today is the National Science
Foundation, whose Law and Social Sciences Program has
recently been supplying more than a million dollars a year
for law and society research.

Some of the reports on

studies financed by it are published in the Law and Society
Journal, and brief summaries of others are available from
the Program.

This program, through its financing, provides

an assured place for social science oriented statistical
14 5
studies relating to law in the United States.

145. Very brief descriptions of the research grants
made by the Law and Society Program, which include the name
of the grantee, his place of employment, the title of the
study, and the amount are given, once a year in the Law &
Society Newsletter. The list of 29 grants made in Fiscal
Year 82 was published in the October, 1982, Newsletter.
44

The directorship of the Program was traditionally a
temporary job.
every two years.

A new director was typically appointed
However, Felice Levine, a social

psychologist on leave from the American Bar Association,
assumed the directorship of the program in 1980, and was
made the permanent director in 1983.

Both Dr. Levine and

her predecessor have served simultaneously as secretary of
the Law and Society Association.

Each application for a

research grant is evaluated by six regular advisors
(usually professors of various social sciences or of law),
and by a number of additional advisors chosen for their
specialized knowledge of the subject matter of the
application.
The National Science Foundation formerly provided support for Law and Social Science Research through its Division of Applied Research, which accepted proposals for
applied research on virtually any topic not more appropriately treated by another federal agency.

Brief descrip-

tions of projects for which grants were given, and in some
cases the results of research findings, are available in
various forms from the National Science Foundation.
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Theoretical and applied research in law and society have
now been combined in the law and society program under Dr.
Levine. 147
Other agencies which provide substantial support for
law and social science research are:

The Office for

146. National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
20550. There seems to be very little consumer demand in
the United States for the results of this expensive sociolegal research. This is especially true when research has
been conducted in a foreign country. For example, a German
Max Planck Institut which wanted to publish in English the
results of a million dollars worth of socio-legal research
was compelled to pay for both the translation and the
printing of the English version.
147.
The program had a budget of $1.1 million dollars
for the fiscal year 1982/83. The budget for fiscal year
1983-84 is $1.25 million dollars.

Improvements in the Administration of Justice of the U.S.
Department of Justice, the National Institute of Law
Enforcement, the Criminal Justice Division of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, and certain
foundations, most notably the Ford and Russell Sage
foundations.
Many American Universities are important centers of
law and society research.

For example, Berkeley has a Law

and Social Science Center, Wisconsin has an Interdisciplinary Legal Studies

(ILS); Buffalo, from 1971 to 1976

had a sociologist, Richard Schwartz, as dean; Chicago, with
its Law and Behavior Science Projects; Columbia publishes
its Journal of Law and Modern Social Problems; Duke publishes its Journal of Law and Contemporary Problems;
Denver held six summer Institutes for Social Science
Methods in Legal Education.
Furthermore, a number of specialized institutes and
centers which deal with a particular area of social science
and the law have been established.

These include the Insti-

tute of Law, Psychiatry, and Public Policy at the University of Virginia; the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public
Affairs at the University of Texas in Austin, and the University of North Carolina's Department of Sociology, which
publishes the Sage Journal, Sociological Methods and
Research.
A substantial amount of social-fact research relating
to law is conducted by private institutes under contract
with governmental subdivisons.

The Washington, D.C.,

has at least fifty such research institutes.

area

The Congres-

sional Research Service of the Library of Congress reports
on published research of others to Congressional members

and committees when requested to do so and otherwise keeps
Congress abreast of developments.
The list of institutes and groups engaging in social-fact
research in law today is too large to enumerate here.

Vir-

tually any group of lawyers or social scientists engages in
such research to some degree.

For example, committees of ABA

sections, such as the Committee on Housing and Urban Develop1
ment, have actively engaged in social-fact research.
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The Law and Society Program of the University of California
at Riverside was begun in 1975.

The Program publishes a useful

Annotated Law and Society Bibliography.

The bibliography is

divided into a Law and Social Science part and a Law and
Humanities part.

Each item is annotated with an informative

one to three sentence description of the item.

The list of

publications in the law and society area continues to grow with
increasing speed.
V.

SOME PROBLEMS AND OBSERVATIONS
A.

What is the Optimum Relationship Between
Comparative Law Research and Social-Science
Research in Law Revision Projects?
Comparative law research and social science re-

search are two research methods frequently used to aid
149
legislatures in drafting better laws.
In the United
148.
Reports on this reseach are available from ABA
Headquarters in Chicago. The dispute processing Research
Program of the University of Wisconsin Law School will
pblish concurrent with this article the result of its 2
million dollar study on dispute resolution under the title:
Civil Litigation Research Project:
Final Report. Most
of this money came from the Department of Justice.
149.
See Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung,
(Legal Sociology and Comparative Law) supra note 4; for a
historical overview, see the summary of a lecture given by
Professor Helmut Coing, 19 Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft
fur Rechtsvergleichung 13-15 (1982); concerning the
extensive use of comparative law for law making purposes in
Germany, see Riegert, The Max Planck Association's
Institutes for Research and Advanced Training in Foreign
Law, supra note 89, at 316 and the articles on the
individual institutes cited at 312 n.l of that article.

States, the use of foreign law models and the incorporation
of foreign law institutions and provisions into American
statutes and case law have often gone unpublicized, but
they have nonetheless been important.

For example, basic

provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code, including the
good-faith clause of Section 1-203 and the impracticability
provision of Section 2-615, were taken from the German
civil law. 1 5 0

Most of the American states have now moved

to the civil law doctrine of comparative negligence.
Fundamental institutions of German law, such as the basic
idea of Germany's social security system, have found their
way into American law, although the details of the
implementation may be different.

Even legal structures

initially deemed inappropriate for American society, such
as labor representation on corporate boards of directors
now seem to be accepted.
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The post-war resurgence of interest in empirical fact
research in law led to the publication of volume 38 of the
Hirsch-Rehbinder series 1 5 2 which contains eleven articles
by internationally recognized scholars dealing with the
relationship between comparative law and legal sociology. 1 5 3

The volume is divided into three parts.

Part One I deals with the relationship between the
comparative study of law and legal sociology; Part Two
150. The "good-faith clause" was copied from Section
242 of the German Civil Code of 1896, which is still in
effect in Germany. As to impracticability, see Riegert,
The West German Civil Code, Its Origins and Its Contract
Provisions, 45 TUL. L. REV. 48, 85-88 (1970).
151. See the Wall Street Journal, October 20, 1981,
at 10 (Eastern ed.).
After winning representation on the
Chrysler board of directors, American workers have now
apparently won a seat on Pan American Airlines board.
152. The volume was edited by Ulrich Drobnig, a
member of the Max Plank Institute for Foreign and
International Private Law in Hamburg and by Manfred
Rehbinder, a leading legal sociologist.
153. Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung (Legal
Sociology and Comparative Law), U. Drobnig & M. Rehbinder
(Dunker and Humblot, Berlin, 1977) (Schriftenreihe zur
Rechtssoziologie und Rechtstatsachenforschung Bd. 38).

deals with the use of sociology in comparative legal
studies; and Part Three deals with the use of comparative
law by legal sociologists.

Part Two describes the

traditional German research study for law revision
purposes, namely, a comparative law study which describes
the way foreign law functions in practice.

Part Two also

contains an article by the then director of the Hamburg Max
Planck Institute, Professor Zweigert, on the importance of
sociology to comparative legal studies.

The article goes

so far as to say that such studies are, as a whole,
social-science studies.

15 4

Another article in Part Two of the book, by

Drobnig,

the present managing director of the Hamburg Institute, 155 delineates the four methods of fact research he
personally uses, and discusses advantages and disadvantages
of each method.

The article's importance is its representa-

tion of the dominant philosophy of all six of the Max
Planck Institutes for Legal Studies today:

fact research

should be conducted or at least supervised by legal
scholars of the Institutes.

15 6

The Drobnig-Rehbinder volume indicates that lawmakers
should be provided information for general reform of the
law in a particular area.

Extensive German experience

reveals that the most efficient method of proceeding is to
prepare a study comparing the local law to the foreign law
of nations with similar cultures and backgrounds.

Such

studies note the differences between the selected foreign
154. K. Zweigert, Die Soziologische Dimension der
Rechtsvergleichung (The Sociological Dimension of Comparative Law) (1971) 151, 155 in Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung, supra note 4.
155. U. Drobnig, Soziologische Forschungsmethoden in
der Rechtsvergleichung (Sociological Methods in Comparative
Law) 91, 94: in Rechtssoziologie und Rechtsvergleichung,
supra note 4.
156. The author obtained this information during
discussions with directors of all the Institutes except the
49
Hamburg Institute during the Summer of 1982.

laws and the local law, and report, to the extent possible,
the sociological causes and effects of the more important
differences.

Twenty years or more ago, the sociological

information in such articles was often based upon the
informal observations of legal scholars. These informal
sociological observations, have been replaced, in the
interim, in the Max Planck Institutes by legal-fact studies
conducted by members of the institutes, or occasionally, by
specialized groups (such as the Social Science Research
Group formerly at the Hamburg Max Planck Institute or by
Criminological Research Group of the Freiburg Max Planck
Institute).
The use of both comparative law and social-fact
approaches is usually necessary to achieve an effective
result.

The Bankruptcy study of the Hamburg Group 1 5 7 is

an example of a study which relied almost entirely on a noncomparative, social-fact approach.

Because the Hamburg

Group did not possess the time and resources to compare
German bankruptcy law with American and other modern bankruptcy laws, it failed to note some of the insights offered
by those bankruptcy laws.

For example, the Group did not

consider the advantages and disadvantages of the American
and other non-German systems of making discharge of the
bankrupt the general rule of bankruptcy.

The Group did

not, therefore, conduct, or report on, a study of the
post-bankruptcy financial affairs of individuals who did
receive a bankruptcy discharge and those who did not.

The

Group considers American bankruptcy reorganization system
or the system for the readjustment of the debts of an
individual with regular income either.
157.
30-33.
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The Brookings

See the discussion of this study supra, pages

Institute bankruptcy study could have served the Hamburg
Group as a good source of the relevant social existing
facts in the United States.
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Finally, the group did not consider the advantages and
disadvantages of a bankruptcy system like the Mexican system
which has three types of bankrutcy adjudication:

one for

bankruptcy resulting from factors beyond the debtor's control,
one from bankruptcy resulting from the debtor's negligence,
and the third, involving dishonesty on the part of the debtor.
Any study of mere statutory provisions without knowledge of how those provisions are applied in practice is
not reliable and, therefore, not very useful.

It is gen-

erally conceded by comparativists as well as by legal
sociologists that a law revisions study that limits itself
to statutory provisions without investigating how those provisions are applied (or not applied) in practice may be
unreliable and misleading.

Sociologists, on the other

hand, seem to be somewhat less aware of the value of comparative studies.

The German bankruptcy study clearly illu-

strates that a study which omits the comparative view will
fail to benefit from the often valuable experience of
kindred societies.
B.

The Role of Legal Scholars and Social Scientists

(1)

The Underlying Conflict Between Social

Scientists and Legal Scholars.

Many legal scholars and

social scientists will admit, at least privately, that
there is substantial conflict between them in the area of
social-fact research in law.

The legal scholar tends to

158. D. Stanley and M. Girth, Bankruptcy (The
Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1971).

defend the present social order and legal system.

The

social scientist tends to be more critical of the present
social order, and to suggest, directly or indirectly,
possibilities for change.

This disharmony between the two

groups is described by Tapp and Levine in the first chapter
of their book dealing with law and psychology:
Even in the 1960s--a period of social and
political ferment--to many psychologists, the
study of normal behavior in legal settings suggested a sellout. Many feared their findings
would be used by the 'enemy,' namely the purveyors of an ideology of repression rather than
an ideology of expression. They were concerned
about the implicative taint of such words as
'obedience,' 'control,' and 'punishment.' Their
reluctance to study situations of valuation
seemed tied to the fear of being described as
social planners, socialization engineers, or
system advocates.
By the 1970s, the same issues erupted
regarding 'rehabilitative work' on deviant
behavior in criminal justice settings. Doubts
about the efficacy of the rehabilitative role,
traditional therapies, and nonconsensual treatment caused many to question their place in the
criminal justice system. 1 5 9
This conflict in underlying philosophy is accompanied
by personal competition for research money and positions,
for the opportunity to conduct important legal-fact studies, and for other positions of responsibility.

Social

scientists are often on a lower pay scale than legal
scholars, who have the option of practicing law for greater
economic rewards. 160

Social scientists may have been

awarded a disproportionately large share of the legal-fact
research projects in the last decade.

This was partly

because such projects are financially and professionally
more attractive to social scientists, who therefore pursue
159. Tapp and Levine, Reflections and Redirections 3,
4 in:
Law, Justice, and the Individual in Society j.
Tapp and F. Levine (eds.) (N.Y. 1977).
160.
See the salary statistics usually published on
an annual basis by the Association of American University
Professors and by the Society of American Law Teachers.

them more vigorously, and partly because of the belief
existing in the 1960's and 1970's that social scientists
might be able to solve basic legal problems quickly.
Academic lawyers are now, however, beginning to claim
expertise in such tasks.

(2)
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What Role Should Social Scientists Play in the

Legal System, Particularly in the Law Making Process?

If

the objective aim of law is to provide satisfactory rules
for society to live by, any study commissioned to aid
legislators in drafting new laws should include a study of
the present problems of society and of the probable effects
of current and potential rules of law on society.

These

studies may involve simple social-fact gathering, for
example, to answer such questions as how often a particular
provision of the criminal or commercial law serves as the
basis of a court action, or they may involve complicated
problems of social sciences like psychology, economics, or
political science.

When the study merely involves simple

social-fact gathering, as many published studies do,
jurists, in consultation with statistical experts, seem to
be able to handle the problem well, and this is the current
approach of the Max Planck Institutes.
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Professor Friedrich-Karl Beier, Director of the Munich
Patent, Copyright, and Unfair Competition Institute,
stresses the need for the legal scholar to control the
161.
Consider the remarks of Professor Frank Zimring
at the Plenary Session of the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Law Schools on January 7, 1983:
"You cannot pick up the main contribution of the Chicago Jury Project, The American Jury and ... surmise that there is any
department of sociology anywhere in the world that could
have produced that volume."
[Recorded on tape 38B side 2,
by Audio Stats, 321 Carter Avenue, Marina Del Rey, CA,
90291.]
162.
See note 156 supra.

construction and use of questionnaires designed to obtain
statistical data on the functioning of law. 1 6 3

Where the

study involves complex social science problems, social
scientists (or those knowledgeable in social science) will
need to play a larger role.

A perusal of the German stu-

dies in section III of this article reveals, however, that
the studies which have interested jurists to date have been
primarily social-fact studies.

An informal survey seems to

indicate that social scientists must consult computer
experts and statisticians about these simple, social-fact
problems as often as jurists do.

The number of studies

utilizing complex social-science knowledge other than mere
fact collection and statistical evaluation is minimal.
Professor Kaiser of the Freiburg Max Planck Institute for
Criminal Law uses psychologists not only because of their
knowledge of psychology, but also because of their special
expertise in statistics.
Lawyers may also be an integral part of the research
team for another reason, namely, their practical approach
to factual problems.

The experience lawyers obtain in

proving, or even in contemplating the proof of their cases,
apparently develops a skill in empirical investigation
which equals or exceeds the empirical research skills of
many social scientists.
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163.
Interview of Professor Beier in his Institute,
June 30, 1982.
164. For an example of a social science study with a
somewhat unrealistic aspect, consider: Obstacles to the
Study of Lawyer-Client Interaction:
the Biography or a
Failure, 14 Law & Soc. Rev. 905 (1980).
In this study, the
research team, (which included a law professor), wanted to
study lawyer-client relationships and the role of language
in the conceptualization and resolution of disputes by tape
recording all conversations between elected lawyers and
their clients.
Id. at 905 & 907. A "related question"
in which the team was apparently at least equally
interested was the extent to which the technical language
of the law was used as "a means by which the legal profession unnecessarily mystifies the public and maintains
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Most German law schools maintain that legal sociology
can make a contribution to the legal system.

Almost all of

them have assigned someone, who may be formally trained
only in law, or only in social science, or in both social
science and law, to teach in the area.

Some German law

professors, however, feel that social scientists are
demanding too prominent a role in the legal system.

Some

legal sociologists, on the other hand, feel that legal
sociology has not received a sufficiently warm welcome in
German law schools. The frustration of German social
scientists at not being assigned a larger role in the
training of jurists can be detected in the following poem
by the now deceased German sociologist, Professor Klausa,
of Hannover:
Legal sociology was put before the door of law
faculties like a foundling child and taken in
unwillingly. It now lays there struggling and
receives little and inappropriate nourishment.
Occasionally appropriate nurses knock at the
door, but they are seldom employed. One prefers
to place the child in the lap of legal dogmatikers, who feed her dried milk and herb tea,
not without ruffling their noses at her unclean
diapers which smell of 'class justice' and
similar things. But wait, little one, says the
legal dogmatiker, we will manage to make a good
jurist out of you--and soon one doesn't notice
the origin of the child any more.... 165
Id. at 907.
Although
its power and status in society."
the investigators had mentioned to the lawyers that they
could offer "symbolic compensation of approximately $20 in
exchange for a half-hour consultation at some point during
the recording of one or more cases" (Id. at 913), they
report that they had only one taker. The team abandoned
even this taker when they discovered additional difficulties for their study, namely, how long it took for a case to
go to trial in the relevant area (Boston) and the large
Id.
percentage of cases which were settled out of court.
at 917.
For further comment on this study, see Rosenthal,
Comment on "Obstacles to the Study of Lawyer-Client Interaction:
The Biography of a Failure," 14 Law & Soc. Rev.
923 (1980). Consultation with a practicing lawyer at the
beginning of the study might have assisted the researchers
to plan their study in a way more likely to succeed, or
made clear to them why it had little chance of succeeding.
165. Quoted from K. R6hl, Gegenwartsstr~mungen der
Rechtssoziologie (current Trends in Legal Sociology) at 8
(Informationsbrief fUr Rechtssoziologie, Sonderheft l)-(Bulletin for Legal Sociology, Special Issue 1) (1977).

social facts relating to law are more internal-individual,
and thus, more psychological than sociological in nature.
These include the internal decision processes of judges and
members of juries, the internal impact of law on individuals, the internal causes of criminal conduct, and the
problems of rehabilitation.

The contribution which psy-

chology can make to social-fact research in law is slowly
becoming apparent in the United States through the publication of appropriate books and periodicals.
An additional problem is the reluctance of many
researchers to have their results checked, probably because
of the criticism they are afraid they might experience.
The research material is complex and the possibility of
error is great.

It is understandably more comfortable to

enjoy the tacit assumption that one's work is good and
one's results are accurate than to expose one's work to
criticism and one's career to unnecessary risk.

Although

the National Science Foundation has spent over one million
dollars each year for a number of years on law and social
science research, it does not systematically publish the
results of this research as did the former division of
Applied Research of the National Science Foundation.
In the case of contract research, there is an additional danger that extraneous factors may effect results.
Some researchers who engage in contract research report
that the contracting entities usually attempt to reach a
tacit agreement with the researcher as to what the general
results of the research will be before awarding the
research contract.
D.

More Cost Efficient Social Fact Research In Law?
Two methods of improving cost efficiency merit

particular consideration:
56

Conversely, Professor Frank Zimring of Chicago worries
that academic lawyers, sent off to study social science,
may "come back converted....

If the rigorous edge and the

lawyer's keen eye are missing, what you have is another
psychologist on your staff ...... 166

More Fact Research on Economic and Psycho-

C.

logical Issues?

One wonders why there is not more fact research
and greater publicity given to research results in such
important economic areas as:

(1) the effect of tax law on

the economy; (2) the ways in which compensation for the
various professions and occupations is determined, and the
fairness of such determinations; and (3) the ways capital
to build factories and support industry can best be
obtained.

Considering the amount of law addressing

economic issues, it appears that economists are
underrepresented in German social-fact research and, to a
lesser extent, in American social-fact research. 1 6 7

In

the United States, Judge Richard Posner of the 7th Circuit
Court of Appeals (formerly a professor of the University of
Chicago Law School), Professor Henry Manne of Emory
University Law School, and other individuals have been
active in empirical and theoretical studies in economics
and law.

16 8

There is a similar underrepresentation of psychologists in legal social-fact research projects.

Many

166. Tape 38B, side 2, supra note 161.
167.
Economists were underrepresented, for example,
in the bankruptcy study discussed in Part III(D)(2)
supra.
168. See H. Manne, The Economics of Legal Relationships (West, St. Paul, 1975); R. Posner, Economic Analysis
of Law (2d ed. Little Brown, Boston, 1977).
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(1)

The Permanent Staff.

The "permanent-staff"

approach, which is used by the Max Planck Institutes for
Comparative Law (as well as by all other Max Planck
169
Institutes),
favors the development and utilization of
This "permanent-staff" system ordinarily leads to

experts.

increased efficiency because it avoids the inefficiencies
of training people in complicated skills they will seldom
use, and of having a large amount of research conducted by
relative amateurs. 1 7 0

The "permanent-staff" approach to

research need not decrease the opportunity for teachers to
be exposed to social-science research, but it is likely to
give them exposure in a more effective learning situation
as participants in larger, more efficient projects.

(2)

The Non-Statistical Approach.

A second way

to reduce expenses is to avoid the cost of sophisticated,
detailed statistics when such statistics are not necessary
for the purpose of the study. 1 7 1

In many preliminary

studies, it is more economical to interview people who
already possess the information sought than to proceed
immediately to expensive, sophisticated statistical
studies.

Nussbaum argued strongly for the non-statistical

approach in his 1940 article in the Columbia Law
Review. 172

Although he admitted that some statistics,

such as judicial statistics, may be useful, he added:
169.
See Riegert, The Max Planck Association's
Institutes for Research and Advanced Training in Foreign
Law, 25 J. LEG. ED. 312, 313-15 (1973).
170. Professor Zimring, speaking at the Plenary
Session, supra note 1, tape 38B, side 2, also found that
institutes would be necessary for efficient social-science
research in law.
171.
Professor Zimring, speaking at the Plenary
Session, supra note 1, tape 38B, side 2, also found
unnecessary statistical studies to be a major cause of dissatisfaction with socio-legal research.
172.
Nussbaum, Fact Research in Law, 40 COLUM. L.
REV. 189, 208-19 (1940).
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Nevertheless, the value of statistics for legal
research has been much overrated. The roots of
the statistical approach are deeply embedded.
Since Spinoza's time, men have been striving to
formulate the moral world in mathematical terms.
Today more than ever, and perhaps in this country more than elsewhere, the feeling is widespread that only figures offer certainty. Indeed, a sort of popular superstition prevails in
this respect. Laymen and amateurs are particularly given to an indiscriminate enthusiasm
for statistics in legal science, a trend nourished by the very dreariness of statistical
methods, suggestive of 'genuine' science. But
even professional craftsmen in the social
sciences are subject to similar preconceptions.
There is a notion that statements of social
facts are unscientific if not supported by
figures. The result is a rampant 'rage due
nombre.'
Statistics are prepared without sufficient consideration of their usefulness, figures
are piled up for their own sake rather than as
helpful aids in reaching conclusions. 173
Nussbaum then proceeded to further enumerate and
explain the disadvantages of the statistical method:
"Among the social sciences probably none is less amenable
to the statistical approach than law

"17 4

because law is

arbitrary and changes rapidly with place and time.

Further-

more, the law is extremely complicated, and complicated subject matter is generally less amenable to the statistical
175
approach.
"Moreover, the bulk of legal transactions
occur privately, and so escape the statistical
grasp...." 176

ordinarily, statistics confine the

1 77
researcher "to a narrow territorial and time basis."

It is remarkable that this same implicit criticism of
"unnecessary statistical studies" reappears forty years
later on another continent.

Uhlenbrook, in his review of

the Hamburg Group's bankruptcy study, assessed the accuracy
of their statistics on the basis of the knowledge he gained

173.
174.
175.
176.
177.

Id. at 208-09.
Id. at 209.
Id.
Id.
Id.

by personal experience in the area.

He wrote:

"Despite

the need to use soft data ... the study has led to correct
results in the great majority of instances." 1 7 8

Kron-

stein, who simultaneously held appointments on the Georgetown and Frankfurt law faculties, shared Nussbaum's point
of view.
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Another problem with the statistical approach is the
lack of expertise in mathematics for which social scientists and legal researchers who are not mathematicians must
compensate. 180

Blalock writes in the preface to his book

that the overwhelming majority of students and practitioners in sociology and political science lack the mathematical background to take full advantage of modern mathe181
matical statistics.
Some social fact researchers have
told the author that they circumvent the mathematical problems by supplying data to a computer, and by accepting the
explanation of the results given by computer center personnel.

The risk of misunderstanding or insufficient under-

standing is substantial.

18 2

Most researchers and funding agencies, nonetheless,
have a preference for the statistical approach.

Its

results are--not always with good reason--more persuasive
with legislatures.

Computer printouts seem to have a magic

about them that funding agencies and legislatures find as
difficult to dispense with as they find the mathematical
procedures difficult to understand.
178.
Uhlenbrook, supra note 93, at 132.
179.
In the spring of 1967 Kronstein complained to
this author that the American efforts in the social-fact
research area were not very cost effective. He likened
them to the American war effort in Vietnam.
180.
See, for example, the formulas used throughout
H. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (Revised 2d ed., McGrawHill, 1979).
181. Id. at 9.
182.
Most social-science researchers, both German and
American refuse to discuss even the most simple statistical
questions.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Social-science research (mainly simple social-fact
research) in law, which promises such great benefits to
society, paradoxically awakens little permanent interest.
There are several reasons for this.

The reward system in

the United States, which provides--at least for competent
lawyers--less incentive for work in complex social-science
research areas than in competing areas, has not been able
to attract many competent lawyers into law and socialscience research for sustained periods of time.

Further-

more, unrealistically high expectations lead to disappointment, frustration, and to premature termination of the
research.

Interest in social-fact research in law has come

in spurts, the recent peak of interest appears to already
be waning, especially in Germany where research funds for
Some

larger projects have become increasingly scarce.

scholars feel that too much money has been spent on the
collection and computerization of data that is not fully
understood, and of relativerly minor importance.
Nonetheless, the proposition that social-fact
research about law is useful is no longer subject to
serious challenge.

There has been a continual movement

from the traditional perception of law as "abstract dogma
to be discovered somewhere" to the newer perception of law
as "a set of rules imposed by society on its members for
their mutual benefit."

Some form of social-fact research

is generally perceived as useful to the development of
legal rules to achieve mutually accepted goals.

Almost

every entity interested in law revision today utilizes some
type of social-fact research.

There are, however, distinctly different approaches to
socio-legal research.

The expertise and interest of the

social scientist are usually centered around the basic
principles of social science, while the primary interest
and expertise of lawyers usually center in the immediate
reform of the law itself.

In Germany, whether the research

is done by lawyers or social scientists, there seems to be
a sharper focus on the immediate practical improvement of
the law, rather than on legal sociological theory, while
the opposite seems to be the case in the United States.
The German system seems likely to lead more directly to
meaningful improvement in the law in the immediate future,
while much of the American research is aimed at basic
social-science knowledge, which may influence our law at
some future time.
There also seems to be a difference in the approach of
the American social-scientists and law professors who
belong to the Law and Society Association on the one hand,
and the main stream of American law professors and lawyers
on the other hand.

The main stream of American lawyers and

law professors at least partially ignored the social-fact
approach to law until January of 1983, when the panel of
the plenary session of the Annual Meeting of the
Association of American Law Schools (AALS) called for
social-fact research in law to be done by "academic
lawyers"

(law professors).

The creation of one or more large, elite research
institutes similar to the German Max Planck legal institutes would enable American legislatures, courts, and
administrative bodies to receive the benefit of much better
research than is now available from researchers in various
scattered facilities.

In his comments in the plenary

session of the AALS Annual Meeting in 1983, Professor
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Franklin Zimring noted the need for properly staffed
institutes which bring together a "critical mass" of
scholars.
The need for new hypotheses and for the testing of
existing ones makes the study of comparative law an
important part of any research to improve the law.

Full

fledged experiments are seldom permitted in the field of
law:

scientists are not ordinarily able to have a law

passed merely to permit them to study its effect.

One of

the best ways for the research scholar to learn how a rule
of law is likely to function in his society is for him to
study the ways such a rule has functioned in a similar
society.
The exact organization of the desired institutes is a
matter for further thought and experimentation.

In

Germany, with the exception of a cluster of important
research projects completed during the last decade, the
comparative law institute has usually been the dominant
institution and social-fact research has usually been
controlled and directed by jurists in the comparative law
institutes.

The German Max Planck Institutes for research

in law and other areas have provided valuable service to
German legislatures and courts; they might also serve as
models for similar American institutions.
Finally, a word of caution:

an article of the type

of broad and speculative nature exhibited here requires
that its tentative and incomplete character be noted.

The

difficulties associated with examining a subject as comprehensive and complex as social-fact research in the law of a
foreign country are significant.

Geoffrey Wilson so

cautions in the conclusion of his monograph on socio-legal
research in Germany:

"It should be clear by now ... that

this report has more in common with a pilot study than a
63

research project."

I repeat his admonition.

I have

attempted to conquer the difficulties by relying to a great
extent on the kind assistance of a number of German experts
in the area.

This article is not written as a final word,

but rather is intended to build a foundation for further
inquiry. 182

182. A limited number of copies of the original 134page research report on which this article is based are
available. Write to the author at Chase Law School,
Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, KY 41076.
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